Faculty sets self-discipline

By Joe Kash

The faculty voted Wednesday to hold itself to a code of postured to be held short by any faculty members in- they might say that it was necessary to dismiss the President's office.

But the vote to adopt the faculty rejected after debate a motion to incorporate permanent regulations into the procedure. It is in protest in demonstration into the Bylaws of the Faculty. The motion had been offered by Professor James Fay, II, former Chairman of the Section of the Staff Administration Committee, who had pushed the idea of the judges devoted to formulating the regulations.

The procedural motion was hotly debated, with several fac- sty faculty and administration codifi- ca tion of the procedure being rejected. Professor James Culliton, assistant to Mr. Wyne, Kenneth R. Wade, a vice president of MIT, Prof. Zoren Zanetta, president of the Faculty Club, and Mr. Byars, member of the MIT Board, were subjected to much harassment in efforts to convince them to leave the debate. As a result, Professors administrators, they had come to help, at least by bringing to the concern the situa- ional, including legal matters, but not students and workers, and were not trying to waste anyone's time. With them the discussion, they received a report "Background Informa- tion on the Faculty Club Labor Dispute." It was prepared for the Faculty Club by J. Stine, and was based on "meetings and discussions."

The hearings, which Fay says were mistaken, are being run by the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), the reports of which have been distributed to the faculty. The faculty stated that they felt that fac- of the Faculty Club,Term, and was based on "meetings and discussions."

Fay replied by saying that the proposed hearings would be a delicate matter that the commit- tee did not know how to handle. Further, he said that they did not propose the advice of the faculty to consider this situation. He said that the threat of handling the matter. Fay said that the committee had been set up by the faculty and administration, and that they did not know all charges that are preferred.
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Fay replied by saying that the proposed hearings would be a delicate matter that the commit- tee did not know how to handle. Further, he said that they did not oppose the advice of the faculty to consider this situation. He said that the threat of handling the matter. Fay said that the committee had been set up by the faculty and administration, and that they did not know all charges that are preferred.

The proceedings were rejected by about a month ago. The motion was passed by a 2-1 majority. Johnson then asked the faculty to consider adding similar emergency regulations concerning the handling of the bomb threats to the Bylaws of the Faculty. These guidelines were rejected by the Faculty Club, Term, and was based on "meetings and discussions."
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FIVE BALLS DUE FOR PINBALLERS IN STUD CENTER

Five-ball pinball machines will soon return to the Student Center game room.

In an exclusive interview with The Tech, Student Center Committee (SCC) Chairman John Gunther outlined the compromise SCC had reached with Joe Biscaccio, kingpin of the pinball franchise on MIT's campus.

Compromise details

At least four, and sometimes five or six of the machines will offer five balls for a dime. New machines brought into the game room will be set for three balls, the old ones they replace will be boosted to five. But the new agreement stipulates that no more than three machines at a time may be programmed for three balls. Current plans forecast an average of seven or eight machines operating in the room.

"Freaks" and "wizards"

What factors influenced the compromise? Gunther said that the pinball players here can be divided into two classes—the "freaks" out for maximum enjoyment, and the "wizards" out to test their skill with the machine.

The freaks don't expect to win games, so they don't particularly care whether the ball rolls true or the bumpers bump correctly. For them, five balls are needed.

The wizards, on the other hand, expect to play six games for their quarter; they demand the true roll and good bounce only a new machine can provide. Besides, Gunther continued, it's easier to win with three—"you only need one high scoring ball to near the replay score, rather than two or three."
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GRAFT & CORRUPTION: YES! There's graft and corruption to be had for the asking. Also free pizzas. Come to Room 485 in the Student Centre and ask about it.


APARTMENT FOR RENT for MIT Affiliated Family. Available Dec. 15. 2 Bedrooms. $220. New building, heat, cooking gas & parking included, air conditioner, one block from Mass. Ave. Box 599. Contact Mrs. Braun, MIT ext. 5509 or 643-9359 (even.).

FURNITURE FOR SALE: 1 grey triple dresser 51" x 22" x 32" high. 1 walnut bachelor chest with shelf, 32" long, 31 1/2" high. $25 each (cash). Call 862-7534.

SUMMER IN EUROPE. $199. Boeing 707 Jet. 6/7 9/5 N.Y./London R/T, 6/9 - 8/28 N.Y./London R/T. Price is on 95 seats. Open only to the students and educational staff of MIT and their immediate families. Call MIT Student Flights 864-0642 between 1 and 3 p.m., 6/7 to 9/5. $70 Tr. CTS w/90 miles, wire wheels; '67 VW bug w/sunroof; both excellent condition. 244-4035 after 6 or weekends.

MEN! - Don't take chances! Now, you can get imported and nationally known male contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. Details free; no obligation. Write: PO BOX 1205-NO, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.
SCEP plans critique of Commission report

By Kyle Richardson

MIT's Student Commission on Educational Policy established a preliminary task force Wednesday to critique the MIT Commission Report which will be released on Monday. Ed Grossman '71, co-chairman of SCEP, foresaw the task force evolving as a subcommittee of the General Assembly committee criticizing the Commission Report. Grossman suggested that the background and interests of the SCEP members might make the committee a apt candidate for in-depth study of possible MIT grading systems and Institute requirements.

SCEP will also distribute, in December, experimental course and instructor evaluation forms. These questionnaires will weigh a course's fulfillment of student expectations against that of faculty expectations. SCEP expects this evaluation to lead to improvement of certain departmentally-required courses that presently turn away prospective majors. The final form of the questionnaire will be issued for second term evaluations in June. Future SCEP work includes evaluation of the IAP and research for a February recommendation on the choice of MIT President Howard Johnson's replacement.

Union problems

During the course of the meeting, a worker, Herbert Lee, informed those present that earlier he had received a phone call from Mr. Frederick J. Celisgus, Assistant Business Agent of Local 254. What Mr. Lee interpreted from the conversation was that the union was worried about the union charges and that he felt the workers' cause was justified. When asked about the three workers striking, the agent said that they could with union approval but that they couldn't expect the other estimated 670 employees of MIT to walk out and strike in support of them. Lee went on to say that Mr. Celisgus had suggested they find a new union.

Late Wednesday evening, it was disclosed that agreement had been reached between the workers, MIT, and the Faculty Club on the $3.26 wage issue without arbitration, but because of disagreement by the union nothing could be settled. Before the wage issue agreement, the union had inactively supported the increase and immediately following the agreement actively began protesting it.

Campaign to continue

After receiving notice of the dilemma of the Black students, all present at the meeting agreed that more action must be taken now to further the cause of workers and students. Although many suggestions were made before the group, it was decided that no actions will be taken by the union until after its Thursday night meeting.

INTERACTIVE LECTURES

COSMOLOGY by Prof. Philip Moravia, MIT

IMPLICATIONS OF THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR MATERIAL by Dr. John A. Wood, Smithsonian Observatory

THE SYMBIOTIC THEORY OF THE ORIGIN OF HIGHER CELLS by Prof. Lynn Margulis, Boston University

EXPERIMENTS ON THE ORIGIN OF LIFE by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell

Freshmen and sophomores who are curious about the topics above are invited to use an experimental system containing these four interactive lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual listening. The lectures are unique in that they include a great many recorded answers to interesting questions. The answers extend and deepen the discussion, and can be quickly and conveniently accessed. If you would like to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext. 2080, or write a short note to Stewart Wilson, Polaroid, 730 Main St., Cambridge (near MIT), mentioning when you might be free and how you can be reached.

Blacks warned by Institute

(Continued from page 1)
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Educational efforts at MIT over the past few years have been scattered among several groups. Faculty and students have combined to produce the Experimental Study Group and Unified Education, in the spirit of the Sloan School. These experiments in free education are a reflection of the community's desire to provide a new approach for students. While the multiplicity of groups has ensured the involvement and inclusion of a wide range of opinions, it has frustrated to some extent attempts to develop a meaningful philosophical foundation for these efforts.

Similarly, attempts at overhauling MIT's research policy have been scattered among various student and faculty groups; the same may be said for governance. While the multiplicity of groups has insured the involvement and inclusion of a wide range of opinions, it has frustrated to some extent attempts to develop a meaningful philosophical foundation for these efforts.

In the spring of 1969, President Johnson introduced his proposal for a new commission to consider all the aspects of the Institute's structure, as well as its relationship to the community. This has ideally suited to link together such reform ideas as those mentioned above.

The first week the MIT Commission on Education will release its report. We would urge faculty and students alike to read the report carefully and consider thoughtfully its implications. Serious consideration of the Commission's findings must begin next month, and The Tech urges that the Commission plan for seminars during January to encourage the most comprehensive studies possible.

Ultimately the faculty and students must consider the need for reshaping MIT. The Commission report should provide a useful groundwork for discussion.
enthusiastic, praising the faculty commitment to interacting with students, but a mathematics instructor who joined us chided him for exaggeration. As members of the faculty off campus; few return after class hours for campus cultural or social activities.

The consensus was that the large majority of students interested in forming closer ties with students, but that the graduate students should not have the initiative to get the relationship started. There is an afternoon pub for students over 21 and faculty members, and several programs to offer to students to show what the education was like when they attended as a freshman. All the departments had rigid course requirements: most students agreed that the first two years with time for just one elective. A literature course with four ten-essay exams, but students considered it a joke.

Already involved

Many students are already involved in student groups that form the plan's prelude. The senior mentioned above is majoring in a combined course requirements: most students
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4 students win Coop posts

By Lee Giguere

Four MIT students won posts on the Coop Board of Directors in this year's elections, along with seven student directors from Harvard.

The result of dissatisfaction among members concerning this year's unusually low rebate, only five post holders were re-elected, seven are new. The other seven, including three from MIT, had been nominated by the stockholders of the Society.

The new MIT student directors are: Joseph Angland '71, James Monk G, James Ziegenmeyer G, and John Newkirk '71, who had petitioned for a place on the ballot. Both Angland and Ziegenmeyer were members of last year's board, along with Paul Snover '71, the fourth student director who lost his bid for re-election.

Interviewed after his re-election, Angland explained that this year's elections would be a "better system of shortage control." He noted that last year's shortages were alleviated because the Coop had had a poor inventory control system until then, so that last year's figures were the result of losses incurred over several years. The low rebate received by members was an immediate result of artificially inflated rebates for the several years preceding.

Angland added that the economic "downwave" hit students the hardest and resulted in, "ripping off" by students becoming more common. Losses were up, he noted, in most stores with large student trade volumes.

According to the general manager's office, 3,459 votes were cast out of a total mailing of 18,000 ballots.

Also contacted, Ziegenmeyer felt that "what should be done is already in progress" to alleviate the Coop's financial problems. A new general manager, formerly a vice-president of Jordan Marsh, was hired this year with a specific mandate to cut losses. Not all the losses, Ziegenmeyer noted, were from shoplifting; both employee theft and accounting errors compounded the problem.

\* \* \* 

4 students win Coop posts
Sports

Undefeated SAM is MIT basketball leader

By Bob Dresser

The first round of the A1 league games is almost finished, and the team that has emerged as the host to beat is not pre-season favorites DU or SAM. The SAMmines edged the SAE 52-37 and DU 43-40 at the SAEers lost the 39-34 lead that they had with two minutes to go. They then played a successful DU surge which changed a 15-point halftime deficit into a 37-37 tie, the SAMmines triumphed with Steve Senner's G sinking a pair of free throws to sew up the win.

SAM in 4-0 while DU are 2-3 pending the outcome of last night's game against each other. No other A1 action. SAM beat KS 38-32; SAE over AEP Beta 46-26; SAE over KS 30-21; SAM over AEP 44-35; and DU over KS, 49-26.

In a league play, DTD and PGD have taken the strongest teams with both sporting 2.0 scores. DTD beat BSU 33-32 and PLP 52-37 while PGD edged out TDC 37-35 and stomped SC 39-32. This year's A league seems to have a higher percentage of top caliber players than ever before.

Among the outstanding players around have been two freshmen, Tim Hult of PGD and Jeff Strumpeck of DTD. Hult has averaged 26 points a game and Strumpeck 19.5. Neither, however, has faced the rugged defenses of the A1 league. In A1, the high scorer has been Roy Setterlund '72 who, in averaging 18.5, a relatively low average for such a high caliber man. Second to him is Steve Gass '72, also of DU, with a 16.5 average. After them comes Rich Stem of SAM and Ken Weisshaar of SAE, each with a 12.7 average.

Some of the more interesting games, however, have taken place in the Co-ops league with scores in all ranges. PLP 'B' beat MacGregor 'B' 33-32 in a game with the score of 71-2 while MacGregor 'D' took TC 'B' in a tight contest by 1-1451. The round robin in most of the leagues will be finished before Thanksgiving night. Playoffs will start as soon as possible with the league wrapping up before Christmas.

Games of interest coming up include SAE-SAM Monday night at 9:20 du or 9:30 in the cage at 9:20 and include SAE-SAM Monday night as possible with the league wrap-up finished before Thanksgiving. In most of the leagues will be finished by Thanksgiving night. Playoffs will start as soon as possible with the league wrapping up before Christmas.

Be Prepared for the December LSAT
THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST REVIEW COURSE, INC.
class series: December 1, 5, 8, 12, and 15 at the Boston Starter-Hilton
For information: call (617) 263-1864 or write Room 625, 63 State Street, Boston, Mass., 02109. Materials have been revised to conform with the October '70 exam.

Why doesn't General Electric talk about thermal pollution when they talk about nuclear power plants?

General Electric pioneered the development of nuclear power plants in 1957.

Right from the beginning, we felt that the greatest advantage of nuclear power was environmental. Unlike fossil-fueled power plants, nuclear plants don't burn anything to make electricity. And where there's no fire, there's no smoke. But there's a possible disadvantage as well. It, too, is environmental.

Natural Electric does talk about thermal effects. Because they are important, but also because we feel the facts above are perhaps too little known.

Few people realize, for example, that federal law requires utilities to operate their plants within strict temperature limits. Thirty states have even stricter laws. Utilities are spending millions of dollars on dilution flow systems, cooling ponds and cooling towers to comply. But, in addition, utilities are sponsoring basic research on the problem of heat exchange and its effect on aquatic life. More than 97 utilities have been financially involved in over 300 such studies. And each one adds a little to man's scientific understanding of the problem.

Some interesting things have already come of it. For one, it's been found that, in some cases, adding heat to water can actually be beneficial. Warm irrigation water has extended growing seasons. Warm water has created new wintering grounds for lobsters. In Texas, it's increasing the lobster. In Florida, it's increasing the number of shrimp and other fish. And in Texas, it's increasing the weight of commercial catch by as much as 500%.

Listing these benefits is not to beg the issue. Thermal effects remain a tough problem to solve at some sites. Each plant must be considered individually, in its own environment, and this is being done.

General Electric, the electric utilities and environmentalists will continue to work. Work hard. Because we think the advantages of nuclear power far outweigh the disadvantages.

Why are we running this ad?
We're running this ad, and others like it, to tell you the things General Electric is doing to solve these problems of man and his environment today.

The problems concern us because they concern you. We're a business and you are potential customers and employees. There's another, more important reason. These problems will affect the future of this country and planet. We think you should know that future. Be business and. And, simply, as people.

We invite your comments. Please write to General Electric, 570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
The Fall Season—a last look
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The Harvard Drama Club presents Sartre's Dirty Hands directed by David Boorstin
November 12-15, 18-21 at 8:30 p.m.
Loeb Drama Center, Harvard
64 Brattle Street, Cambridge
Box Office: 864 2630

Relax and Divert

CAMPUS CUE
590 Commonwealth Ave.
(Opposite B. U. Towers)
Pocket Billiards
"Great for a Date"

The Tech Junior Ski Club, devoted totally to youngsters between the ages of 9 and 17, provides a complete program of professional ski instruction (beginners through experts), transportation, supervision, and fun skiing.
For complete information call 828-0149 day or evening

POT LUCK COFFEEHOUSE FREE: Food, drink, atmosphere, entertainment
Every Friday evening, 8:30-12
Student Center Mezzanine Lounge
TONIGHT: DAVE GLUSS
and PAUL MAILMAN

MASS. JUNIOR SKI CLUB
The Mass. Junior Ski Club, devoted totally to youngsters between the ages of 9 and 17, provides a complete program of professional ski instruction (beginners through experts), transportation, supervision, and fun skiing.
For complete information call 828-0149 day or evening